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Over the past century, industrial progress has not kept pace
with the demands of the world. For decades, the materials used in
everything from clothing to toothpaste, food sweeteners, fertilizers,
and many other products have been obtained from petroleum.
People have now nearly exhausted the methods for using
petrochemicals and traditional processes to create wholly new
materials. Yet, innovation relies on creating products that are highperformance and sustainably-sourced. Zymergen looks to biology
to produce these new molecules that will make up the materials of
the future.
Founded in 2013, Zymergen marries the latest innovations in
data science, automation, and molecular biology to discover and
engineer new molecular products. In doing so, we unlock sources
of molecular diversity, enabling us to make novel molecules to
meet industry’s greatest needs. Zymergen couples cutting-edge
hypothesis testing with an atheoretic and automated approach to
navigate the genomic search space for our customers as well as
for development of our own products. This methodology means
we make discoveries beyond the bounds of human intuition by
collecting and analyzing promising data we otherwise might never
encounter.
To do this interdisciplinary research, Zymergen works equally
as a software company and a biology company. On the software
front, our proprietary infrastructure helps us design thousands
of experiments that both test specific rational hypotheses and

drive untargeted, genome-wide surveys to discover unknown
traits. Our software infrastructure lays on top of our cuttingedge manufacturing environment, an automated, modular, fullproduction facility for creating modified microbial strains. In this
facility, scientists safely and accurately conduct high throughput
(HTP) experiments using automated equipment and workflows.
Zymergen’s proprietary manufacturing platform and data
infrastructure enable work with a wide range of microbes in a host
agnostic manner. We have proven capabilities with the full range
of microbes currently used for industrial production, including
canonical hosts such as S. cerevisiae and E. coli, as well as a range
of yeasts and filamentous fungi, and less commonly engineered
species of gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria. This unique
range of microbial expertise lets us work with customers already
committed to a particular host type while providing latitude when
developing novel products.
Our company ultimately sits at the intersection of molecular
biology, industrial chemistry, machine learning, data science, and
automation systems design. We have found that the innovations we
produce for our clients often arise from the combination of two or
more of these subfields. This enables Zymergen to deliver material
diversity and performance capabilities not previously possible,
with applications across industries—from agriculture, to industrial
chemicals, to pharmaceuticals and more.
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Molecular Technology
Biological systems are notoriously difficult to engineer. There is logic to how
organisms function at the molecular level, but it cannot be reduced to a deterministic
formula. Despite having sequenced thousands of microbial genomes, we still do not
fully understand the complex interactions of most individual genes with each other.
Yet, it is precisely this complexity that enables biology to produce novel molecules
for use in innovative materials.
To harness microbial molecular production, we have developed an approach to
bioengineering and biomanufacturing we call Molecular Technology, with which we
streamline and reduce the pain points of bioengineering.
Molecular technology includes:
• Manipulating genetic material and cellular processes so that cells produce
molecules of interest for our customers;
• Leveraging the latest innovations in computational and manufacturing
technology and applying them to genetic engineering;
• Building new HTP processes that complement and exceed the capabilities of
manual laboratory work; and
• Creating superior materials that are less expensive, better performing, and more
accessible than those produced with traditional methods.
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Radical Empiricism Drives Our Methods
ZYMERGEN DOES MORE THAN SIMPLY TEST PREDICTIONS BASED ON RATIONAL MODELS
OF A CELL. WE USE RADICAL EMPIRICISM TO ACCELERATE DISCOVERY.
Zymergen’s unique Molecular Technology centers on combining
a radical approach to empiricism with more conventional research
methods. Unlike traditional biotechnology or bioengineering
companies, Zymergen does more than simply test predictions
based on rational models of a cell. We use radical empiricism to
accelerate discovery.
Radical empiricism in biological engineering entails
systematically modifying the microbial genome and carefully
measuring what phenotypic changes result; with this approach,
we can find the particular genetic modifications that impact
a trait of interest without necessarily understanding why that
change has an effect. We do this through a combination of a priori
knowledge and experiments designed using machine learning,
executed using automated workflows, and analyzed using
sophisticated algorithms. In the process, we discover beneficial
genetic modifications that we carry through an iterative learning
model for rapid design, testing, and experimentation.
Discoveries from these experiments provide both immediate
breakthroughs and useful data to inform future experiments.
Many of these hits are off-pathway, meaning they result from
experimentation with genes that are not known to be directly

associated with a trait of interest. Due to their very nature, these
off-pathway hits are almost impossible to find using conventional
hypothesis testing. And it is these methods that help Zymergen
explore the “dark matter” of the genome—genes for which there is
not yet any known function.
Radical empiricism leads us and our clients toward resultsbased understanding of both traits of interest and the extended
network of genes that impact those traits. We build up that store
of information gradually and inductively with every round of
experiments.
In addition, this technique has enabled Zymergen to take
an innovative approach to dealing with epistasis, the complex
interactions between genes at different locations in the genome.
Simple hypothesis testing encounters challenging issues with
epistasis, as the combination of many otherwise positive genetic
changes are often not simply additive. Using our machine learning
tools, we model and test combinations of genetic changes to
select those that, when mixed together, give a phenotypic effect
greater than the sum of their parts. This novel approach benefits
our clients by rapidly increasing productivity of established strains,
and begins to untangle the complex interactions between genes.
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Removing the Constraints of Hypothesis-Led Discovery
Microbes may be small, but their genomes represent immense
design spaces for scientists to explore. Scientists have already
classified more than 200,000 chemicals generated by biological
organisms with many more likely to be discovered. Importantly,
the molecules nature produces often exhibit properties that are
entirely different from those that humans can manufacture using
conventional chemistry alone.
Genomic design spaces, however, are difficult to comprehend,
complicated to manipulate, and too vast to search manually.
Human scientists need tools to make sense of these genomes,
and that is where technology comes into play.
The sheer amount of uncharted genomic territory means that,
for many microbes, the traditional engineering approach has
defaulted to random mutagenesis. Yet, even when successful,
microbes subjected to random mutagenesis for many generations
have typically accumulated numerous deleterious genetic changes

alongside those that may enhance a trait of interest.
To combat this, we have created a novel scientific approach
that can efficiently edit out many of these deleterious mutations
in established strains. Removing the constraints of hypothesisled discovery and relying more on machine learning to find
promising biological hits also gives Zymergen an advantage in
engineering new microbial species to produce novel metabolites
and completely new types of organic chemicals.
With these methods, we have both built our own chemical
portfolio and helped our customers make their existing microbes
more efficient. Since Zymergen’s founding, our company has
focused on material innovation by applying our advanced
technologies to a wide range of industries, adopting a data-driven
approach to transform the discipline of biology into a predictable
field for solving tough, real-world problems.

WE TREAT THE GENOME AS A SEARCH SPACE AND, AS WE GET BETTER AT SEARCHING
THE GENOME, WE REDUCE THE TRIAL-AND-ERROR NATURE OF OUR WORK.

Finding Insights across Disciplinary Boundaries
Zymergen’s approach combines custom software, advanced
manufacturing and laboratory technologies, and an automationand data science-driven approach to R&D. We also collaborate
with academic laboratories with expertise in relevant areas
to further scientific research. Whether we are determining which
organic molecules can viably be produced using engineered
microbes or working through how best to predict beneficial
genomic modification strategies using machine learning, we find
insights across disciplinary boundaries.
Scale-up is a key example. The traditional method for predicting
strain performance at manufacturing levels of production based on
small-scale models has been historically failure-prone. Zymergen’s
proprietary platform and algorithms improve the correlation
between laboratory production and full-scale commercial
manufacturing, which reduces both risks and timelines for
our customers.

Our algorithms enable bench scale processes to predict
industrial-scale bioproduction performance to give our customers
a full-featured facility for bringing ideas to prototype and to market.
These techniques lead to rapid and affordable commercialization
of products.
In addition, our workflows generate large amounts of data,
leading to insights that would otherwise be difficult to uncover. For
example, a robot working simultaneously with hundreds of sample
plates generates large amounts of data from rapid experimentation.
These data are then automatically captured in a single repository.
Using this large and growing database, our algorithms identify
ways to improve the workflows themselves.
Zymergen has built something never before seen: an advanced
biology engineering platform that continuously learns from itself—
from DNA search and optimization, to automated workflows, to
iteration based on experimental results.
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The High Throughput Process
A key component of Zymergen’s Molecular Technology is to use
HTP processes that combine advanced software, robotics, data
science, and wet lab techniques to create a methodology that
vastly exceeds the experimentation capacity and potential of
manual laboratory work. We use our custom software and robotics
to conduct a broad set of exploratory experiments, while also
executing experiments according to specific rational hypotheses.
For example, we are able to explore the genomic design space
by swapping out every genetic control element one at a time, as
well as by combining these changes for an almost infinite set of
possible genetic configurations.

By using HTP techniques, we conduct thousands of experiments
in days to weeks, generating results that would normally require
months to reach by large groups of scientists using traditional
manual laboratory methods.
When we discover positive genetic changes, those data provide
both immediate impact and useful information to guide future
experimentation. For example, we may use a discovery about
a genetic change to modify additional related genes. And, the
more experiments Zymergen conducts, the richer our corpus
of discoveries and the more sophisticated our analytical and
predictive capabilities become.
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The Modular Production Floor
Zymergen’s HTP approach to production and genetic engineering
is only possible because of our highly modular manufacturing
processes created for rapid configuration. Our facility is based
around:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hardware and equipment built with modular linkages
which teams can reconfigure for different processes and
experiments in as little as ten minutes;
Equipment designed to remain online while the modules are
reconfigured;
Dynamic scheduling systems that permit active maintenance
in a safe and compliant manner without requiring turning off
entire sections of our infrastructure;
Physical and data infrastructure that can accommodate
an expanding range of cell types and all the best available
techniques for genetic manipulation;
Robotic systems designed with scientists in mind, so
researchers can conduct their work while minimizing the
hassle of learning new software, equipment, and workflows;
Procedures to smooth the hand-off between workflows and
speed the overall iterative engineering cycle;
Sensors and automated capture systems to record a large
volume of detailed observations beyond the capabilities of
human observers; and
Algorithms to analyze massive process-characterization data
sets and drive continuous improvement of the workflows.
Collecting data and interpreting results.

The field of molecular biology has changed considerably in the
past 15 years, but hardware and processes used in the laboratory
and on the production floor have not always advanced to keep
up. Instead of pipetting individual vials of liquid or moving plates,
our scientists are better served by using automation to handle the
more tedious aspects of laboratory work.
By using manufacturing and logistics technologies from outside
of the life sciences world, we are able to save scientists from many
of the traditional headaches around conflicting space, timing, and
operational controls. These tools allow Zymergen’s scientists to
perform experiments and report the data quickly, accurately, and
securely. This frees scientists to perform critical thinking and
research, and turn their thoughts into actions that efficiently drive
toward results for our customers.
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A New Approach to Fermentation
Mention fermentation to a general audience and minds immediately jump to wine
and beer. In an industrial context, however, fermentation is how microorganisms
consume sugar and use it to produce a huge variety of complex molecules.
Traditional fermentation processes rely on production techniques that date back
decades and are often expensive, complicated, and inefficient. These processes
were developed through trial and error in an era when the scientific capability to
uncover why genetic or process changes resulted in phenotypic changes did not
exist. Many of our clients are stuck with such techniques because changes can
reduce productivity, which drives up costs.
Zymergen is attempting a new approach to bench-scale and microtiter platebased fermentation that focuses on screening microbes with HTP methods. These
proprietary models allow us to size down to create bench-scale fermentation
environments that correspond closely with those found in large client tanks, and then
to scale up again to client fermenters once we have honed their strains for optimized
performance. In addition, we are able to optimize for secondary characteristics
important at large scales. These are aspects, such as metabolic byproducts or
foaming, that might not be relevant at bench scale but which can render a strain
inefficient at commercial volumes unless controlled.
Using our proprietary data science and manufacturing innovations, we aim to
make the fermentation process cheaper and faster, while producing better results.
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Combining Biology with Machine Learning
Unlike other bioengineering firms, we are as much a software and
data science company as we are a biology company. By using
machine learning for biological predictions, we can track and
gain insights from massive amounts of data while simultaneously
predicting the outcomes of future experiments. We treat the
genome as a search space and, as we get better at searching the
genome, we reduce the trial-and-error nature of our work.
We drive improvement in an iterative fashion. We first design
and build new microbial strains with our custom software and
manufacturing systems. Once microbial prototypes are built, we
test them to determine the impact of the changes. We then analyze
data from these large-scale experiments using our analytics and
machine learning approaches. Insights from these computational
analyses are then immediately applied to the next round of design,
and the cycle repeats itself.

In practical terms, this means leveraging automated workflows,
proprietary in-house software, and securely hosted data sets to
conduct massive amounts of molecular biology research via HTP
lab work. We increasingly replace traditional manual lab work with
automated workflows and center our research and development
around algorithmic insights that bypass human conscious and
unconscious biases. The result is a systematic, data-driven
platform that efficiently explores the design space for biology both
in silico and on the manufacturing floor.
Our adoption of a machine learning-driven approach to biology
helps us develop understanding in microbial and genomic research
that humans otherwise would not discover, including advanced
approaches to optimize cell lines, the interactions between sets
of genes, and the potential for biology to generate molecules with
functionality currently unavailable in the marketplace.
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The Software Stack
Zymergen uses a custom-made software stack to analyze results from our HTP experimentation platform. This stack includes:

•

•

Machine learning and advanced data science systems used
throughout the development and research processes—
these systems analyze data in real time without human bias,
learn from experiments conducted over time, and generate
recommendations for scientists based on aggregated records
for hundreds of thousands of historical strains;
An internally built, HTP CAD software package for genome
design—this software uses our proprietary algorithms for
designing hundreds of microbial strains simultaneously and
saves hundreds of scientist hours per week compared to
commercial products;

•

•

A cloud-based laboratory information management system
(LIMS) that stores millions of measurements per week—
designed for machine learning training and prediction, it
scales to store terabytes of data and has years of HTP scientific
data history available for analysis;
A biology-specific manufacturing execution system, which
generates and guides workflows that coordinate individual
department work, interfaces with robotics, and organizes
thousands of laboratory activities weekly while parsing
automated data and metadata.

OUR STACK RELIES UPON A CLOUD-BASED DATA INFRASTRUCTURE AND A VARIETY OF
STORAGE TOOLS IN ORDER TO ORGANIZE AND ANALYZE LARGE QUANTITIES OF RAW DATA.

Our stack relies upon a cloud-based data infrastructure and a
variety of storage tools in order to organize and analyze large
quantities of raw data. On top of that stack, we have built customized
user interface dashboards and our own application program
interfaces (APIs) that make it easier for different applications to
share data. Zymergen is the first to assemble this configuration of

tools on the scale at which we operate in the laboratory and on the
manufacturing floor.
From using the latest in automation and modular design to new
fermentation technologies to leveraging the latest in machine
learning data science, Zymergen continues to innovate the best
Molecular Technology products for our clients and for the world.
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As a company, Zymergen’s approach centers on using data from large scale biological experimentation to find innovative opportunities for
microbial development in the fields of:

•
•

Agriculture & Animal Health
Consumer Goods

•
•

Electronics
Food

•
•

Fragrances
Personal Care

How We Work with Clients
We use our powerful Molecular Technology platform to partner
with customers in three different areas: we optimize established
client microbial strains to improve economics of products already
on the market; we efficiently move projects through research
pipelines to bring new products to market faster; and we develop
novel materials and products with molecules only accessible
through biology.
We have successfully deployed Molecular Technology to
improve economics for our partners for products they already
have on the market. Through our platform and machine learningdriven approach we deliver better economics in a variety of ways,
including: improved capital utilization by enhancing fermentation
productivity; reduced cost of goods sold through improved yields;
simplified production processes through eliminating unwanted
byproducts or undesirable secondary characteristics; and
improving strain stability.
For one partner, we increased productivity by 80% which
improved their net margin by over 200%. For another Fortune 500
company, we delivered a 400% improvement in strain performance
that increased their company profit by 1%. Both projects required
discovering and engineering sets of genes that did not relate to the
core product pathways, and solving for performance improvements
in several dimensions simultaneously. Zymergen delivered these
results by using our in-house machine learning and HTP process
tools and stacking discoveries in novel ways to deliver strains with
improved performance to our partners.
We also work with partners to deliver microbial strains for
products that are not currently generated via biological processes
at scale. Many of our corporate partners have product targets
in their research pipelines that they have not yet been able to
produce at market-appropriate costs. Zymergen helps these
companies engineer these products with the right microbes at

costs that change market dynamics. In a recent project with a
major global corporation, we decreased by an estimated 4-5 years
the typical time needed for product discovery and development.
For another, we delivered a commercially viable microbial strain in
just 18 months.
In addition, we develop new materials to replace—or
outperform—petroleum-based
products.
While
synthetic
chemistry creates relatively simple molecules such as olefins and
aromatics, Zymergen’s Molecular Technology can use biology
to create much more complicated products (e.g. asymmetrical
molecules with multiple reactive moieties). For novel products,
we start with a target molecule of interest to our clients and use
our search and pathway prediction tools to find the best way to
generate the molecule through biology. We then make use of a
proprietary library of natural products and pathways far larger
than any available publically. By combining the right set of genes
from our library, we construct a microbe capable of generating
the target molecule. This combination of tools gives us access
to molecules otherwise unattainable through traditional R&D
processes. Zymergen is also making our own products and is
actively seeking commercial partners to bring these molecules to
market and thereby drive innovation in a wide variety of industries.
Whether it is by producing a molecule that enables the creation
of a new coating or adhesive, or through engineering a microbial
process that improves production for industrial clients, Zymergen
provides solutions to clients for a variety of problems that can be
solved through biological innovation. We rapidly prototype cell lines
and optimize both primary and secondary characteristics including
yield, titer, productivity, viscosity, and reduced production of toxic
intermediates. These outcomes generate significant economic
results for our clients, and at top speed.
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Intellectual Property and Innovation
As of Q3, 2018, Zymergen has more than 50 patent families in five technology areas.
We believe these discoveries produce immediate value for customers and also
provide methods for advancing broader scientific understanding of microbiology and
organic chemistry.
For example, we filed our “Microbial Strain Improvement by a HTP [High Throughput]
Genomic Engineering Platform” patent with the World Intellectual Property
Organization (PCT/US16/65465) in early 2017. This patent filing comprehensively
discloses a number of unique inventions addressed to the following:
• Novel genetic engineering techniques enabled by automation and data analytics;
• Atheortic biological discoveries;
• Software innovations and machine learning algorithms for discovering useful
strain improvements; and
• New ways of using robots and automated laboratory processes to enhance the
speed and efficacy of strain engineering.
To date, this single patent filing has yielded two issued patents—US9,988,624
and US10,047,358—with more in the pipeline to cover the numerous inventions
disclosed in the filing. We are also working on a robust product portfolio that will
result in mutually beneficial outcomes for Zymergen and its commercial partners.
Because our Molecular Technology generates molecules with distinct structural
elements that are difficult or impossible to obtain through traditional petroleumbased sources, our partners gain a commercial and scientific edge by working with
our proprietary processes. Zymergen can quickly engineer and scale microbes to
create these molecules and, in turn, develop these molecules into new products and
materials with unique characteristics.
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The Zymergen Advantage
By focusing on molecular technology, Zymergen’s advantage
over other companies is simple: we use genetic engineering
to reprogram the DNA of cell lines, quickly and simultaneously
conducting thousands of automated experiments using our unique
technology stack and manufacturing processes. Using machine
learning-driven experiments executed by robotic automation
systems means we can conduct thousands of trials each week.
This allows us to gather and analyze huge amounts of data that
then point us toward the combination of DNA changes that create
the best possible end product.
Molecular Technology generates molecules with distinct structural
elements that are otherwise expensive or impossible to obtain with

traditional, petroleum-based chemistry. In the process, we also
accelerate the pace of materials innovation and decrease the cost
of making increasingly complex molecules. By taking our unique
approach, rooted equally in machine learning and biotechnology,
we quickly solve problems and find otherwise unobtainable
process efficiencies that offer advantages over other chemistry
and biotechnology companies.
Only by blending rational hypothesis testing and radical empiricism
are we able to develop unique molecules that enable materials
with advanced properties. We are changing not only the way stuff
is made but stuff itself.

Learn more about Zymergen’s scientific approach and our operations at www.zymergen.com.
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